Maximum f lavour,
minimum alcohol

Stephen Brook meets producers who disprove the theory that California is
too warm to make world-class Pinot, recommending a dozen to seek out
Jam, a Californian wine PR company, chose
April Fool’s Day to define ‘cool climate’ as ‘not the
Central Valley’. There’s some truth in this. The
Sonoma Coast appellation, often seen as synonymous
with cool-climate viticulture, is so extensive as to
be meaningless. The real definition of ‘cool climate’
in California is surely ‘so close to the Pacific Ocean
that your grapes may not ripen’. The thinking
behind establishing vineyards in such marginal
spots is that the resulting wines, especially from
Chardonnay and Pinot Noir, will achieve a quasiEuropean refinement. Not Burgundian, but a style
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that sets itself in opposition to the lush, swaggering,
super-ripe expressions of these varieties that have
long been in fashion.
Despite the affection of the American wine press
for full-throttled caricatures of what Europeans (or
Oregonians, for that matter) would recognise as
Pinot Noir, the trend seems to be away from such
styles. Many sommeliers are actively seeking out
American wines that are compatible with subtle
cuisines. If anything, there is an exaggerated
determination among some winemakers to produce
the leanest possible expression of the Burgundian

Below: set 11km from the
coast on top of a ridge in
Sonoma, Littorai uses
sustainable methods in its
quest for a more elegant
style of Pinot Noir

cool climate

varieties, and if the wine clocks in at below 13% (in
contrast to the 15% or more of a few years ago from
the likes of Kosta-Browne) that’s an added bonus.
Three Californian regions can make a valid
claim to be ‘cool climate’: the western stretches of
the Santa Rita Hills in Santa Barbara, the true
Sonoma Coast fringing the ocean, and Mendocino’s
Anderson Valley. There are also pockets of very cool
conditions in southern Sonoma and Marin County,
but plantings are relatively small. (Dutton-Goldfield
offers two Pinots from Marin, both excellent.)
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On the margins
In Santa Barbara, winemakers such as Gavin
Chanin, Sashi Moorman and Wes Hagen of Clos
Pepe aim for a leaner style, and certainly the
vineyards Moorman has planted close to the ocean
are almost dangerously marginal. For him the
variety best suited to this area is Chardonnay rather
than the more fashionable Pinot Noir, espoused by
estates such as Sea Smoke.
As for Anderson Valley, way north in Mendocino,
winemakers wryly refer to it as ‘acid valley’, which
may in part be in homage to the ageing hippies still
eking out a living in the hills, as well as a
recognition of the strident acidity levels that can

mark much Mendocino fruit. Anderson Valley can
be quite warm at the southern end, but average
temperatures diminish as you move north towards
Philo and the Pacific Ocean. It’s the diurnal range
that marks Anderson Valley as a choice spot to grow
Burgundian (and Alsatian) varieties. Summer days
can be torrid, but at night the temperature
plummets, often by as much as 13°C. This preserves
the acidity, giving the wines freshness and zip. ➢

Above: perched high in the
coastal hils, Fort Ross
Vineyard joins Hirsch and
Flowers in Sonoma’s
newest AVA, Fort Ross
Seaview
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Many vineyards are planted on the slopes above
the Anderson Valley floor, looking down on the
curtain of fog that blows into the valley on summer
mornings. Breezy and well ventilated, these
vineyards tend to be less hot than the valley floor,
but the diurnal range is lower. There is no doubt
that a range of Anderson Valley sites offer excellent
conditions to produce refined, sappy Pinot Noirs,
although it’s surprising how many big, jammy
wines still manage to emerge from this cool region.
The Sonoma Coast is the most complex of the
‘cool’ regions. The appellation is far too large, and
growers are looking for ways to separate the coolest
areas from the warmer inland spots. Some speak of
the ‘true Sonoma Coast’, which is much the same
thing as the West Sonoma Coast, which has its own
growers’ association limited to vineyards quite
close to the ocean. There is much talk of subappellations. Fort Ross Seaview was approved as a
new American Viticultural Area (AVA) in 2011, and
it embraces the highlands and ridges parallel to the
coast. Well known properties such as Hirsch and
Flowers fall into this area. Further south, growers
around Occidental and Freestone plan to petition
for their own AVA, but haven’t yet decided whether
to join forces or act separately.
Those two sub-regions are very different. As I
discovered some years ago, the coastal highlands,
despite their elevation, can be hot. Sweat dripped
off me as I hiked through the Hirsch vineyards at
365m and the grapes here attain full ripeness with

‘I pick around 100 days after flowering, which
would be considered normal in Europe but far
too early in California’ Jamie Kutch (above)
ease. Vineyards at higher elevations, says Carroll
Kemp of Red Car, also tend to give wines with more
assertive tannins. Conditions are more marginal in
Occidental and especially Freestone. Vineyards are
routinely subject to incursions of fog.
Ross Cobb, whose Coastlands Vineyard is just a
few kilometres from the Pacific, observes: ‘We can
get pummelled by fog just as the fruit is beginning
to set. In contrast, September and October are often
flawless, giving us perfect conditions to ripen the
fruit. It can be slow, but we always get there. The
problem is that in some years, such as 2011, there is
hardly any fruit to ripen!’

Early harvests

Slopes and mist
challenge the Chardonnay
vines at Flowers

Cool-climate Chardonnay
Chardonnay is less of a holy grail for
ambitious winemakers than Pinot Noir,
and the minerality of the finest white
Burgundies can prove elusive in
limestone-deprived California. Sashi
Moorman, making wines in the Santa
Rita Hills, is convinced it’s a great area
for lean, elegant but full-flavoured
Chardonnays. The Sandhi Chardonnays
from Moorman are as close as
California gets to a truly mineral style,
achieved by retaining high acidity and
avoiding any use of new oak. Anderson
Valley is more excited by Riesling and

Gewürztraminer than Chardonnay,
although the 2011 Demuth Vineyard
from Knez matches the Sandhi wine for
raciness. Pinot Noir sets Sonoman
pulses racing more than Chardonnay,
but there are fine examples from
Marimar (including the reliable
unoaked Acero), Red Car and many
others. Particularly intriguing are the
impeccable Chardonnays from David
Ramey, a master of the variety, that
somehow combine a Californian weight
of fruit and generous alcohols with
precision and persistence.
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Cobb’s Pinots are a model of restraint and poise,
generally around 13% in alcohol, though Ross Cobb
says he is not aiming to produce low-alcohol wines.
In contrast, Jamie Kutch is actively in pursuit of low
sugars combined with full ripeness. A Wall Street
trader who succumbed to his passion for wine, he
worked in 2005 with Kosta-Browne and admits that
his first wines were sweet and alcoholic. After he set
up his own label, the style changed. He picks up to a
month earlier than many other wineries. He also
includes many stems, often to the extent of using
100% whole clusters. ‘Stems protect the fruit and
their tannins give ageability. The drawback is that
the wines can be unapproachable when young. I’m
careful not to extract seed tannins, but I do want
stem tannins. Of course if there was extensive rot at
harvest, I wouldn’t use the stems. So it’s not a dogma.’
Kutch minimises irrigation and green-harvests
earlier than most. ‘I manage the vineyards so as to
ensure I can pick about 100 days after flowering,
which would be considered normal in Europe but
far too early in California.’ Even though his Pinots
can have as little as 12.2% alcohol, I detect no
greenness. The acidity is very present, but this gives
the wines an almost mouthwatering purity and ➢

cool climate

Brook’s 12 top cool-climate Pinot Noirs
Domaine de la Côte,
Bloom’s Field, Santa Rita
Hills, Lompoc 2011
18/20 (93/100)
£49.95 Roberson
Intense, minty, raspberry
nose. Good attack, fresh and
racy, sleek and textured,
tannic and exuberant, with
a long, delicate, cranberry
finish. Drink 2014-2020
Alcohol 12.8%

Knez Winery, Cerise Vineyard,
Anderson Valley 2010 17.5 (91)
£31.95 Flint Wines
Very perfumed cherry nose, with purity
of fruit. Sleek and quite concentrated,
showing bright acidity; lively and long
but a touch one-dimensional. Quite
long. Drink 2014-2020 Alc 13.1%
Marimar Estate, Mas
Cavalls, Doña Margherita
Vineyard, Sonoma Coast
2011 17.5 (91)
N/A UK marimarestate.com
Rich cherry and smoky
bacon nose. Quite rich, but
fresh, zesty, concentrated
and poised, with fine acidity
and a sweet, long finish.
Drink 2014-2020 Alc 13.9%

Hirsch Vineyards, East Ridge,
Sonoma Coast 2011 18 (93)
£64.95 Roberson
Intense, pure, raspberry nose.
Medium-bodied but sleek and
concentrated, with fine-grained
tannins and a long, peppery finish.
Drink 2014-2020 Alc 13.4%

Peay, Scallop Shelf,
Sonoma Coast 2012
17.5 (91)
£35.96 Justerini & Brooks
Dense, earthy raspberry
nose. Succulent, with good
acidity, flesh and weight.
Concentrated and complex,
with a long, spicy finish.
Drink 2015-2022 Alc 13.7%

Kutch, Falstaff Vineyard,
Sonoma Coast 2012 18 (93)
£47.95 Roberson, Swig
Lean, stylish, cherry and
raspberry nose. Sleek
palate, with purity and lift,
intense and peppery, with
lively acidity, while the
tannins balance the ripe
fruit. Good length. Drink
2015-2022 Alc 12.9%

Joseph Phelps, Freestone
Vineyards, Sonoma Coast
2011 17.5 (91)
£36.56-£39.06 Fine & Rare,

Red Car, Platt Vineyard, Sonoma
Coast 2012 18 (93)
£49.95 Flint Wines
Lush cherry and redcurrant notes on
the nose. A rich but Iimpid wine, this
has clarity as well as concentration, and
attractive crunchy red fruits. This is
both elegant and long. Drink 20152022 Alc 13.4%
Waits-Mast, Londer Vineyard,
Anderson Valley 2010 18 (93)
N/A UK www.waitsmast.com
Dense, brooding cherry nose, oaky and
powerful. Severe and quite tannic, this
is bold and forthright, with structure
and weight. Spicy, complex and long.
Drink 2015-2022 Alc 13.8%
Drew, Balo Vineyard, Anderson
Valley 2012 17.5 (91)
£37.95 Flint Wines
With a smoky, juicy, raspberry nose,
this is very ripe. Juicy and rounded,
with ripe tannins to counter the hint of
sweetness, and a long, lively finish.
Drink 2014-2020 Alc 13.9%

Private Cellar

Fresh, vibrant, cherry nose.
Good attack, intense and
lively, quite oaky but lacy,
poised and long. Drink
2014-2020 Alc 13.5%
Failla, Sonoma Coast 2012 17 (90)
£32.95 Uncorked
Bright cranberry nose. Concentrated
but juicy and sleek, with immediate
appeal and abundant fruit. Good
length. Drink 2014-2018 Alc 13.9%

freshness. Many consumers may prefer a more
opulent style of Pinot, but other wineries working
in this part of Sonoma – such as Littorai (whose
owner, Ted Lemon, is a kind of godfather to the
whole trend), Red Car, Cobb and Ceritas – achieve a
similar lightness of touch without greenness. The
drawback is that some wines can be rather austere
when very young, being deprived of the soothing
sweetness of alcohol and glycerol.
Other producers in cool parts of Sonoma – such
as Marimar Torres, Benziger’s de Coelo label and
Joseph Phelps – achieve a slightly fuller, richer style
of Pinot (and Chardonnay) without lumbering into
overripeness and heaviness. Hartford Court, once a
leading exponent of super-ripe yet stylish Pinots
from its splendid cool sites, sometimes fits into this
style, although some wines are simply over-alcoholic.

Winemaking decisions
Location, it’s clear, does not guarantee style.
MacPhail produces Pinot from all three coastal
regions, yet the wines favour heft over finesse.
Freeman has vineyards in two cool spots near
Sebastopol and Occidental. Yet the wines are full
and rich. They taste quite sweet, which the
winemaker attributes to a yeast strain that
produces high glycerol levels.
Like Freeman, Lynmar Estate picks Pinot at a
minimum potential alcohol of 14%, sometimes as
high as 15.5%, thus guaranteeing high sugars and
hence high alcohols. Colours are deepened by using

Goldeneye, Anderson
Valley 2011 17 (90)
£49 Wine Treasury
Ripe. Opulent raspberry
coulis nose. Suave and
rounded, with a firm tannic
structure and distinct
oakiness. Quite long.
Drink 2015-2022 Alc 14.5%
For stockists details, see p88 of main issue
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Above: despite its cooler location, Freeman produces a
fuller, richer style thanks to decisions made in the cellar

Joseph Phelps Vineyards

‘We can get pummelled by fog just as
the fruit is beginning to set. It can be
slow, but we always get there’

T: 707-963-2745
www.josephphelps.com

UK: Berkmann & Private Cellar
China: ASC Fine Wines
Hong Kong: Fine Vintage Far East Ltd.

Ross Cobb, on the challenges of cool-climate ripening in vineyards
such as his Coastland Vineyard (above), so close to the Pacific

saignée, or bleeding the tanks, to gain greater
concentration. Its 14 different Pinot wines are
inevitably weighty and opulent, stylistically
consistent but lacking the clarity and finesse of
quintessential Pinot Noir. Its own tasting notes give
the game away: flavours of caramel, black tea,
molasses and dark chocolate are not among normal
descriptors for Pinot Noir. I find meaty, malty
flavours that I don’t normally associate with Pinot.
Thus two radically opposed styles flourish in the
coolest spots of California. In Santa Rita, the crisp,
poised wines of Wes Hagen at Clos Pepe or Sashi
Moorman’s Domaine de la Côte are totally different
from the dense, weightier wines from Sea Smoke
Estate. In Anderson Valley, wineries such as Balo
(its website name, www.killerpinot.com, tells you all
you need to know) makes big bold wines opposed to
the more limpid, subtle wines from, for example,
Foursight or Knez. Wines from Domaine Anderson,
J Davies, Fulcrum, Phillips Hill, Witching Stick and
Woodenhead also did well in my tastings.
It’s no bad thing that wineries offer stylistic
diversity, although it does seem somewhat perverse
to seek out very cool sites that are costly to farm
and then cancel out that coolness by making wines
that taste more like Syrah. The greater the ripeness,
the less the terroir speaks. What the likes of Kutch
and Cobb are doing is demonstrating that even in
the coolest coastal vineyards it is possible to make
Pinots of remarkable finesse and staying power.
These producers are upending the long-held
assumption that California is simply too warm to
make world-class Pinot. D
Stephen Brook has been a Decanter contributing editor
since 1996 and is author of more than 30 books
including the award-winning The Wines of California
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